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Abstract

Searching for performant multiferroic materials attracts general research interests in energy science as

they have been increasingly exploited as the conversion media among thermal, electric, magnetic and

mechanical energies by using their temperature-dependent ferroic properties. Here we report a mate-

rial development strategy that guides us to discover a reversible phase-transforming ferroelectric material

exhibiting enduring energy harvesting from small temperature differences. The material satisfies the crys-

tallographic compatibility condition between polar and nonpolar phases, which shows only 2.5◦C thermal

hysteresis and high figure of merit. It stably generates 15µA electricity in consecutive thermodynamic

cycles in absence of any bias fields. We demonstrate our device to consistently generate 6µA/cm2 current

density near 100◦C over 540 complete phase transformation cycles without any electric and functional

degradation. The energy conversion device can light up a LED directly without attaching an external

power source. This promising material candidate brings the low-grade waste heat harvesting closer to a

practical realization, e.g. small temperature fluctuations around the water boiling point can be considered

as a clean energy source.

I. INTRODUCTION

Waste heat is inevitably generated from a plethora of processes, such as burning fuel, running

computers, and solar radiation. The thermal energy that reaches temperatures of around 100◦C

is abundant and has drastically increased in recent years from urban and industrial activities. As

such, identifying methods to recycle and harvest waste heat is among the most pressing challenges

in energy science. While thermal to electricity energy conversion technologies have been advanced

by a large margin in thermoelectric devices in recent years, their applications to the energy har-

vesting from low-grade heat (e.g. < 150◦C) are highly hindered by the low ZT value in the low

temperature regime.

Electrically polarized crystals naturally exhibit the pyroelectric effect: a change in temperature

causes a change in its spontaneous electrical polarization. The earliest documented observation of

pyroelectric effect in stones such as tourmaline can date back to ancient Greece. [1] In fact, the

pyroelectricity exists in all non-centrosymmetric crystal structures. Among 7 crystal systems, only

cubic system is centrosymmetric, which implies that any non-cubic structures may exhibit pyro-

electricity below their Curie temperatures. Since the 1960s, pyroelectric materials have attracted

profound attention due to their suitability for thermal sensing and thermal imaging [2, 3]. Later,
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some theoretical models were proposed by Olsen, Evans and Drummond to explore the heat-

to-electricity conversion as utilizing these materials as the dielectric layer in capacitors, called

dielectric power converter (DPC) [4–6]. Their work underlies the thermodynamics of energy con-

version by pyroelectric effect. Since then, this idea has been popularized as an important energy

harvesting approach for recycling the low grade waste heat, which was demonstrated in relaxor

ferroelectrics [5, 7, 8] by the electric Ericsson cycle [6]. The pyroelectric current is produced in the

isoelectric processes when the system is heated up and cooled down under an alternative applied

voltages. In Olsen’s early demonstration [6], the pyroelectric converter was operated at 200V and

700V in a temperature range from 140◦C to 160◦C. In Olsen’s design, a drawback is the risk of

applying high DC voltages during energy conversion cycles. As the nano-fabrication technologies

flourished, the Olsen cycles have been realized in thin film devices. [9–12] The applied bias volt-

age between two isoelectric processes of the Ericsson cycle is reduced to 2V and 8V for thin film

pyroelectric capacitors [12, 13]. A main problem of these latest devices is the confusion where the

electricity comes from. When an external electric source is hooked up during energy conversion,

the pyroelectric current and the current caused by switching the external voltage are both collected

in the circuit across the same load resistor. In some design of pyroelectric converter, the electric

energies generated from the thermal fluctuations and from the electric field alternation are both

accounted as the harvest energy [12].

In absent of applied electric bias field, the pyroelectric effect becomes very weak in common

relaxor thin films, e.g. 0.055 µC/(cm2 K) in PMN–0.32PT within the working temperature range

for energy conversion [12]. This is one of the obstacles preventing pyroelectric energy conversion

from broad commercialization. Recent advances in innovative thermal management [12, 14] and

exquisite nano-devices [10, 13, 15] have pushed the device performance towards its current limit,

that is up to several hundreds of nanoamperes [10–13, 15]. But the ambient thermal fluctuations

in nature can never reach the heating and cooling frequencies modeled in some reported devices

[12, 13]. This field urgently calls for new materials to intrinsically improve the multiferroic-thermal

response.

II. MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

In relaxor ferroelectrics, pyroelectric effect is characterized by the pyroelectric coefficient de-

fined as dP/dT , where P is the spontaneous polarization and T is the temperature. Conventionally,

searching for a large pyroelectric coefficient underlies the material design strategy. Therefore, it
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is common to utilize the lead-based ferroelectrics such as PZT and PMN-PT [7, 8, 12]. When a

sharp phase transformation between polar and non-polar structures occurs, the sudden drop in

polarization within quite a narrow temperature interval gives rise to a singular dP/dT value. The

phase transformations of barium titanate based ferroelectrics belong to this case, whose transi-

tion temperature is around 120◦C. Compared to the relaxor ferroelectrics, the first-order phase-

transforming barium titanate based ferroelectrics are more suitable for the conversion from heat

to electricity, especially in the low-grade temperature regime. Since there is no spontaneous polar-

ization in the cubic phase, we will no longer use the terminology of pyroelectric energy conversion

as for the heat-to-electricity conversion by first-order phase transformation in this paper. We will

continue using pyroelectric coefficient defined as dP/dT to express the temperature-dependent po-

larization variation, but dP/dT is a function of temperature, which becomes singular at the phase

transition temperature. As an example, the single crystal BaTiO3 undergoes a first-order phase

transformation from tetragonal to cubic, whose dP/dT at transition temperature is calculated as

∆Pr

∆T
≈ 1µC/cm2K from experimental measurements [16]. That is about twice of the highest dP/dT

reported in lead-based relaxor PMN-0.32PT single crystal along [111] polar axis at its transition

temperature (180 ◦C) [17]. Note that all reported working temperatures of relaxor pyroelectric

energy conversion is below 160◦C (i.e. within a single phase regime). It means that relaxor devices

are operated under much lower performance for energy conversion. [10–12]

Utilizing the first-order phase transformation, people has indeed demonstrated promising energy

conversion performance using single crystal BaTiO3 by a ±5◦C temperature fluctuations near the

transition temperature. [18] Reserved energies are more abundant in small thermal fluctuations

than in a static temperature gradient. These rich thermal energies mainly oscillate at ∼ 2◦C/s

(0.5Hz) rate around 100◦C from boiling water, running computers and industrial waste heat. [19]

Hence, finding the ferroelectric material undergoing first-order phase transformation at a proper

temperature is a core strategy of material optimization. Compared to relaxor ferroelectrics, the

barium titanate and its sibling derivatives are the better candidates for energy conversion.

From energetic analysis, the cost of the energy conversion is the heat in the heating half cycle

or the work required to cool the active material in the cooling half cycle, while the return is

the change of polarization stored as the electrostatic energy. The ratio of pyroelectric coefficient

to the heat capacity at a fixed bias field is a natural choice of figure of merit, which is in fact

proposed for infra-red sensors, such as Fi = (1/cE)dP/dT , Fv = (1/ε33cE)dP/dT where cE is the

volume specific heat and ε33 is the permittivity along the polarized direction. [20, 21] Both Fi

(current) and Fv (voltage) represent the electric responsivity of a sensing device to the ambient
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temperature variations, not considering a thermodynamic cycle of energy harvesting. Another

figure of merit for pyroelectric energy harvesting is derived from the analogy of the piezoelectric

energy conversion, defined as FE = (1/ε33)(dP/dT )2 [22]. Compared to the figures of merit Fv

and Fi, the harvesting figure of merit, FE, does not consider the heat capacity. Although it was

widely used for device designs [12, 23, 24], the definition of FE does not take into account the

transient nature of heat transfer and the singularity of the transport properties in the vicinity of

phase transition temperature.

Across a phase transformation, the effective heat capacity integrated over temperature is the

latent heat `, while the integrated dP/dT is the jump of polarization [[P ]]. Based on thermodynamic

analysis of a energy harvesting cycle without application of a bias field [25], we propose a figure

of merit considering the conversion in a temperature range covering a complete loop of phase

transformation. That is,

FOM =
κ[[P ]]

`
, (1)

where κ is the maximum value of |dP/dT | near the transformation temperature, [[P ]] is the jump of

polarization across the phase transformation corresponding to the latent heat `. Eq. (1) rationalizes

the searching of ferroelectric materials specially desirable for conversion from small temperature

fluctuations to electricity by phase transformation. It is one of the key factors considered in this

paper for material development.

To realize the cyclic transformations in a narrow temperature interval for energy conversion,

the thermal hysteresis and functional degradation are unprecedented factors for the material de-

sign. It has been theorized that the transformation hysteresis and reversibility strongly rely on

the crystallographic compatibility, that is a tensor-metric condition on lattice parameters of both

phases.[26, 27] Mathematically, the primary criterion of compatibility is λ2 = 1 where λ2 is the

middle eigenvalue of the transformation stretch tensor.[27] The value of λ2 can be tuned by the

lattice parameters of initial and final phases. It has been successfully used as a search index

for low-hysteresis shape memory alloys [28–31] and transforming oxides with enhanced structural

reversibility [32–35]. Some recent discoveries have shown that ferroic properties such as electro-

magnetic property [36], ferroelectric property [35] and elasto/magneto caloric property [37] are

closely related to the crystallographic compatibility, and can be optimized when lattice parame-

ters meet the λ2 = 1 condition. Since ferroic properties are keenly sensitive to crystal structures,

searching for proper dopants to finely tune the lattice parameters of barium titanate is another

important design strategy.
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III. MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

Considering the working temperature regime (about 100◦C), the non-lead toxicity and the first-

order phase transformation, we select three dopants Ca, Zr, Ce to develop barium titanate based

ferroelectrics, named as tridoped BT. The reasons are following. The Ca addition at 5 at.% is to

ensure a reversible tetragonal (ferroelectric) to cubic (paraelectric) transformation below 120◦C,

according to the phase diagrams [38, 39]. Preliminary studies [25, 35, 40] have shown that the

addition of Zr increases the polarization jump across the phase transformation, potentially boosting

the FOM. The charge leakage in ferroelectrics is unavoidable and non-negligible, especially at

elevated temperature [40–42]. This highly hinders the long-lasting energy conversion performance

due to the electric degradation, discussed in reference [40]. Experiments [40, 43] show that Ce

is an effective dopant to prevent the charge leakage in barium titanate system. Compared to

BaTiO3 and Ba(Zr, Ti)O3 systems, only 1 at.% Ce doping can reduce the leakage current density

by 1∼ 3 orders of magnitude. The subtle lattice parameters adjustments can be achieved by tuning

compositions of the dopants Zr and Ce within the range of 0.1 at.% ∼ 1 at.%.

A. Synthesis and characterizations

A series of Ba0.95Ca0.05Ti1−x−yZrxCeyO3 oxides were synthesized by solid-state reaction and

densification process to obtain homogeneous polycrystalline rods of high density. The powders of

CaCO3(Alfa Aesar, 99.5%), CeO2(Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), ZrO2(Sigma Aldrich, 99%), BaCO3 (Alfa

Aesar, 99.8%) and TiO2(Alfa Aesar, 99.8%) were weighed and well mixed according to the stoichio-

metric formulation Ba0.95Ca0.05Ti1−x−yZrxCeyO3, for (x,y) = (0.001, 0.005), (0.005, 0.005), (0.01,

0.005), (0.01, 0.01), and (0.01, 0.001). Then, the powder mixture was dissolved in the ethanol

solvent, which was milled by zirconia balls in a planetary ball miller at 630rpm for 24hrs. The

ball-milled solution was dried and calcined at 1000◦C for 10 hours to obtain the tridoped barium

titanate powder through solid state reaction. Under a 30MPa hydrostatic pressure at room tem-

perature, the powder was hot-pressed for 30 minutes to form a rod-shape green body with size

10mm ×φ6mm. The sintering process is divided into two steps by four-mirror Infrared furnace

(Quantum Design IRF11-001-00): 1) densification of feed and seed rods [40]; 2) grain-coarsening

by floating-zone method [44, 45]. The densification was conducted as a pre-sintering process by

passing through the focal point of the four mirrors slowly with the axial speed 3mm/hr and the

angular speed 3rpm. With much less sintering time, all pre-sintered rods show high densities
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FIG. 1. Ferroelectric, thermal and structural characterizations of first-order phase transformation in

polycrystalline tridoped BT crystals. (a) and (b) Temperature dependent polarization and absolute value

of pyroelectric coefficent dP/dT . (c) Thermal analysis of reversible phase transformations by DSC. (d)

Temperature dependent c/a ratio by neutron diffraction experiments.

(5.4 ∼ 5.6g/cm3) that is > 90% of theoretical density of BaTiO3. The compositions of tridoped

BT samples are characterized by the Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy analysis by JEOL 6390.

The variation of the normalized intensity was characterized for elements Ba, Ti, O, Ca, Zr and

Ce along a 1.2 mm line on surface for all samples. The atomic weight percentages were analyzed

based by the spectra of the polycrystalline tridoped BT samples. The compositions are consistent

with the nominal compositions, and the variations are sufficiently small with respective to their

mean values.

The temperature dependent ferroic properties were characterized by the aix ACCT TF2000E

ferroelectric analyzer at a temperature step 0.5◦C. Figure 1 (a) and (b) show the temperature

dependent spontaneous polarization and corresponding |dP/dT | of five compositions, labeled as

“Zrx Cey” for (x, y) = (0.005, 0.005), (0.001, 0.005), (0.01, 0.005), (0.01, 0.01) and (0.01, 0.001).
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TABLE I. Summary of energy conversion properties and compatibility of samples developed in this work

and important ferroelectrics reported in literature. The [[P ]] is calculated for a 20◦C temperature interval

near 100◦C.

Materials
[[P ]] κ

` (J/cm3)
FOM Temp. range

(µC/cm2) (µC/cm2K) (µC2/J cm K) (◦C)

Zr0.005 Ce0.005 7.58 1.31 6.55 1.52
105-125

Zr0.005 Ce0.005 sc 11.68 1.93 6.34 3.55

Zr0.001 Ce0.005 6.11 1.02 6.20 1.00 105-125

Zr0.01 Ce0.005 5.58 0.54 5.33 0.57 100-120

Zr0.01 Ce0.01 6.48 0.63 5.67 0.72 100-120

Zr0.01 Ce0.001 5.81 0.74 6.53 0.66
105-125

Zr0.01 Ce0.001 coarse 6.27 1.01 6.28 1.01

BaTiO3 sc [16] 6.0 1.0 5.69 1.05 115-135

Ba(Ti, Zr0.017)O3 poly[35] 2.5 0.58 ∼ 5 to 6 0.24 to 0.29 120-140

PMN - 0.32PT sc 1.56[17] 0.08[17] 7.5 a 0.014 100-125

PMN - PT thin film 0.055[12] n.a.b 100-120

a The transferred heat is calculated as cE∆T for specific heat cE = 0.3J/cm3K [46].
b There is no reported thermal analysis of this system.

All of the tridoped BT show large [[P ]] and steep dP/dT slope within 100 to 120◦C, among which

the Zr0.005 Ce0.005 specimen gives the largest [[P ]] = 7.58µC/cm2 and κ = 1.31µC/cm2K. The

thermal analysis was conducted by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using TA Instruments

DSC-250 in Figure 1(c). The result reaffirms that they all undergo first-order phase transformations

as big peaks of the heat flow are detected during heating and cooling through the transformation

temperatures. Table I summarizes the ferroelectric properties and FOM defined in Eq. (1) for

these five samples compared with typical ferroelectric poly/single crystals reported in literature.

Among them, Zr0.005 Ce0.005 gives the largest FOM, that is 1.52 µC2/JcmK in polycrystal and

3.55 µC2/JcmK in single crystal.
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FIG. 2. Neutron diffraction pattern of Zr0.005 Ce0.005 polycrystalline bulk sample at elevated tempera-

tures from 40◦C to 140◦C indexed by Pm3̄m (cubic) and P4mm (tetragonal) symmetries.

B. Correlation between the transport properties and crystallographic compatibility

The lattice parameters were measured by neutron diffraction at the general purpose powder

diffractometer beamline (GPPD) at China Spallation Neutron Source, suitable for structural char-

acterization of large bulk samples.[47] We conducted the temperature varying diffraction experi-

ments for densified polycrystalline rods (φ5 × 50mm3) from 40◦C to 140◦C at a step of 10◦C per

scan. Before each of the θ − 2θ scans, the bulk sample was set in an isothermal environment

until the temperature reading was stable. The cubic (high temperature phase) and tetragonal

(low temperature phase) lattice parameters were refined by Pm3̄m and P4mm space groups by

the Rietveld refinement using GSAS suite with EXPGUI [48]. Same procedure was conducted for

rest four bulk samples in different compositions. The tetragonality defined as the c/a ratio is pre-

sented in Figure 1(d) where the lattice parameters were refined based on the diffraction patterns

at different temperatures (e.g. Figure 2).

Stark discontinuity of tetragonality exists in all compositions (Figure 1d), which evidences the

first-order structural phase transformation in consistent with the abrupt jump of polarization

(Figure 1a), the singularity of pyroelectric coefficient (Figure 1b) and the big heat flow peaks in

DSC measurements (Figure 1c).
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FIG. 3. Contours of (a) FOM, (b) thermal hysteresis and (c) compatibility condition in two dimensional

composition space interpreted from experimental data.

The transformation stretch tensor between tetragonal and cubic phases is calculated as

U =


a
a0

0 0

0 a
a0

0

0 0 c
a0

 . (2)

where a0 is the lattice parameter of cubic phase, a, c are the lattice parameters of tetragonal

ferroelectric phase. The primary compatibility indexer λ2 is calculated as the middle eigenvalue

of U, directly computed as λ2 = a
a0

. It has been theorized that the distance of λ2 to 1 underlies

the height of energy barrier of a symmetry-breaking transformation [49]. It has been shown in

many phase-transforming systems that the thermal hysteresis and reversibility of a solid phase

transformation strongly relies on the compatibility condition.[26, 28–30]

The thermal hysteresis was calculated as ∆T = (As + Af −Ms −Mf )/2, in which the austen-
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TABLE II. Lattice parameters of polycrystalline tridoped BT samples measured by neutron diffraction

corresponding to their compatibility indexer λ2.

Materials a0(Å) after Tc a(Å) before Tc c(Å) before Tc λ2

Zr0.005 Ce0.005 3.99908 3.99388 4.01373 0.9987

Zr0.001 Ce0.005 4.00345 3.99744 4.01506 0.9985

Zr0.01 Ce0.005 4.00716 4.00075 4.01703 0.9984

Zr0.01 Ce0.01 4.01088 4.00125 4.01890 0.9976

Zr0.01 Ce0.001 4.00302 3.99581 4.01885 0.9982

ite start/finish As/Af and martensite start/finish Ms/Mf temperatures were determined as the

onsets of the heat emission/absorption peaks in Figure 1(c). In our material system, the compo-

sition Zr0.005 Ce0.005 shows the smallest thermal hysteresis, 2.5◦C corresponding to the largest

FOM among all tested compositions in Figure 3(a) and (b), meanwhile it satisfies closely the

compatibility condition as indicated in Figure 3(c) corresponding to the structural parameters

and compatibility indexers listed in Table II. Our observation in tridoped BT system implies a

strong correlation between the compatibility indexer λ2 and the change of polarization across the

first-order phase transformation. The maximum FOM resonates with the minimum of hysteresis

corresponding to the most compatible first-order phase transformation. The large FOM given by

the composition Zr0.005 Ce0.005 makes it an ideal material candidate for the heat-to-electricity

conversion demonstration.

C. Steep polarization jump at phase transformation in single crystal

For demonstration, it is critical to fabricate a high quality capacitor with the capacitance sensi-

tive to temperature variation within the thermal fluctuation range. A previous energy conversion

attempt [18] by first-order phase transformation evidently suggests that the single BaTiO3 crystal

can magnificently enhance the performance of the device. We adopted the floating zone method,

an economic way to grow single crystals, to coarsen the grains in two fine-grained polycrystals:

Zr0.01 Ce0.001 and Zr0.005 Ce0.005. We selected two of the polycrystalline rods as the seed and

feed aligned vertically for the crystal growth by floating zone method at a growth speed 10mm/hr

and relative angular speed 25rpm at an increasing lamp power. The molten zone was created and

monitored throughout the entire growth period. Finally, the as-grown rod was solidified as the
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(a) Zr0.005 Ce0.005

(b) Zr0.01 Ce0.001

1mm

1mm

001 101 100

110ND

111

FIG. 4. Orientation maps by synchrotron Laue microdiffraction for (a) Zr0.005 Ce0.005 (b) Zr0.01 Ce0.001

grown by floating zone method. The color map indicates the orientation of normal direction (ND) of the

surface.

furnace cools down. The rod was sliced along the growth direction followed by mechanical polish.

The size of the ceramic slices is about 19.5 × 5.5 × 0.4 mm3. After mechanical polishing, both

Zr0.01 Ce0.001 and Zr0.005 Ce0.005 slices are semi-transparent in the insets of Figure 4(a) and

(b).

Since we used polycrystal seeds for the floating zone process, the cutting process of the as-grown

rod was done without acknowledgment of orientation information. Figure 4 shows the post-cut

orientation maps characterized by synchrotron X-ray Laue microdiffraction at Advanced Light

Source, Beamline 12.3.2 at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. Clearly, the Zr0.005 Ce0.005 plate is

a single crystal of millimeter size, while the Zr0.01 Ce0.001 plate is a coarse-grained crystal having

multiple millimeter grains. The surface normal of Zr0.005 Ce0.005 is measured as [0.9, 1.5, 1.8]

written in the crystal basis. Although it is not perfectly aligned with the polar axis [001], its [[P ]]

reaches 11.7µC/cm2, corresponding to κ = 1.93µC/cm2K, shown in Figure 5(a)-(b).

These values are about twice of the largest reported values in single crystal BaTiO3 aligned

with its polar axis [16]. Since the goal of energy conversion is to harvest low-grade waste heat,

we consider 20◦C temperature difference near 100◦C to benchmark the ferroelectrics in our work
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Temperature dependent polarization and (b) absolute value of dP/dT in a zoomed temperature range

between 100 and 130◦C.

and literature in Table I. Zr0.005 Ce0.005 single crystal exhibits by far the largest polarization

jump and pyroelectric coefficient. The coarsened Zr0.01 Ce0.001 crystal also exhibits some degree

of improvement in [[P ]] compared with its fine-grained polycrystal counterpart. Figure 5 compares

the ferroic properties near the transformation temperature between the single/coarsened crystals

and their polycrystalline form. First, we confirmed that both transform at the same temperature

despite whether they are single or poly crystals. Second, both polarization jump and pyroelectric

coefficient at transition temperature are magnified significantly. The leakage current densities are

0.064 µA/cm2 for Zr0.005 Ce0.005, and 0.337 µA/cm2 for Zr0.01 Ce0.001.

D. Energy conversion demonstration for long thermal cycles

We make planar capacitors using the Zr0.005 Ce0.005 single crystal and the Zr0.01 Ce0.001

coarse-grained slices. The dimensions of the transforming capacitors are 16.5mm2 × 0.46mm for

Zr0.005 Ce0.005 single crystal capacitor and 25.28mm2×0.44mm for Zr0.01 Ce0.001 coarse-grain

capacitor. The demonstration apparatus is illustrated in Figure 6, which was analyzed by a

thermodynamic model with complete removal of external bias field during energy conversion [25,

40].

A non-transforming capacitor (10µF) used as charge reservoir is connected to the phase-

transforming capacitor. Both are grounded and bridged via a resistor (1 MΩ) to measure the

electric signal generated by first-order phase transformation of the active material. The capacitors

were initially charged up to hold sufficient initial charges, then detached from the external power

source throughout the heating and cooling cycles. The heating/cooling rates mimic the natural

13
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematic polarization - field curves of tetragonal ferroelectric phase (blue) and cubic para-

electric phase (red). The yellow area demonstrates the thermodynamic cycle of the process without

application of external bias electric field. (b) Battery detached setup of the transforming capacitor with

polarization jump between ferroelectric and paraelectric phases.

thermal fluctuations from waste heat between 95 and 125◦C. The charges flow back and forth

between the transforming and non-transforming capacitors driven by the ferro-to-paraelectric

phase transformation. We measured the electric voltage V by Agilent 34970A data acquisition

module on the load resistor R in Figure 6(b) to calculate the pyroelectric current as V/R, in short

pyro-current1. Note that the voltage signal can be magnified by using a large resistor, but it does

not represent a true improvement of energy conversion performance, as the load resistance is given

in practical applications. Hence, pyro-current is a more proper meter in our energy conversion

setup.

Figure 7(a) demonstrates continuous generation of electricity more than 3 hours by Zr0.005

Ce0.005 capacitor, compared to the Zr0.01 Ce0.001 capacitor over hundreds of transformation cy-

cles. The current is generated when temperature passes the phase-transformation temperatures

during both heating and cooling processes, in Figure 7(b)-(c). It verifies that the electric energy

is purely converted from temperature differences, not from the discharge of external battery. The

1 For simplicity, we still use the terminology pyro-current as the current generated purely by phase transformation.
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FIG. 7. Energy conversion by phase-transforming ferroelectric crystals. (a) Pyro-current generated by

the Zr0.005 Ce0.005 single crystal capacitor (red) and the Zr0.01 Ce0.001 coarse-grained capacitor (blue)

over hundreds of transformation cycles. (b) - (c) are pyroelectric current density of 47 to 52 cycles

corresponding to the applied temperature profiles.

pyro-current generated by the Zr0.005 Ce0.005 single crystal capacitor reaches up to 1 µA stably

and continuously lasting over 500 transformation cycles. For the Zr0.01 Ce0.001 coarse-grained

capacitor, the pyro-current generated in the first few cycles is 0.5 µA. In order to benchmark ca-

pacitors with different areas, we calculated the current density, i.e. current per area: 6 µA/cm2 for

Zr0.005 Ce0.005 and 2 µA/cm2 for Zr0.01 Ce0.001. These results are aligned with our theoretical

prediction by figure of merit for material development. This confirms that the FOM in eq. (1) is

a good performance indexer of energy conversion by first-order phase transformation.

As the Zr0.01 Ce0.001 capacitor exhibits larger electric leakage, it suffers electric degradation

[40] over a period of energy conversion process. Consequently, a recharge is necessary after sev-

eral thermodynamics cycles. The half-life – number of cycles since a full recharge till the peak

signal reduces 50% – shortens considerably after each full recharge. It requires 4 full recharges to

maintain a decent power output at the 106th cycle, labeled in the bottom panel of Figure 7(a).

In contrast, the Zr0.005 Ce0.005 capacitor has no visible electric degradation during the first 135

cycles. After a recharge, the generation of pyro-current sustains for 365 cycles until the second

recharge, corresponding to the top panel of Figure 7(a). An important observation is that the

number of cycles in each half-life in the Zr0.01 Ce0.001 capacitor keeps shrinking, which implies a

functional degradation of the transforming material.

The Zr0.005 Ce0.005 capacitor with λ2 much closer to 1 exhibits magnificent reversibility for
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FIG. 8. Differential scanning calorimetry measurement of (a) Zr0.005 Ce0.005 single crystal plate (red)

and (b) Zr0.01 Ce0.001 coarse-grained plate (blue) at initial and final thermal cycles.

cyclic phase transformation. The thermal reversibility of these two capacitors were examined by

cyclic DSC experiments, shown in Figure 8. The Zr0.005 Ce0.005 capacitor after 1024 thermal

cycles shows no migration of transformation temperature (115◦C), nor the magnification of the

hysteresis (2.7◦C) compared to the hysteresis in the first cycle (2.5◦C). This coincides with the

satisfaction of the compatibility condition λ2 = 1 (Figure 3b-c).

We then cut 38 pieces of the similar sizes from several rods of Zr0.005 Ce0.005 synthesized by the

same method, and assembled them in parallel in our demonstration setup. The total area of them

is 2344.88mm2, and the mean thickness is about 0.4mm. In this setting, we used a bigger reference

capacitor (140µF) connected to the same load resistor. All capacitors were initially charged up to

have 1.2 kV/cm electric field inside, then completely disconnect to the external power to begin the

energy conversion cycles. The grid of energy conversion devices generates stably 15 µA electric

current in consecutive cycles, in Figure 9(a). Thanks to the phase stability, low hysteresis and

large pyro-current generated per cycle, the Zr0.005 Ce0.005 capacitor can directly light up a LED

during both heating (Figure 9b) and cooling process through phase transformation (see Movie S1).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Enabling waste heat harvesting, particularly in relatively low temperature regime is an inter-

disciplinary and multifaceted grand challenge in energy science. Core material development is
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FIG. 9. (a) Generated current by a grid of phase-transforming Zr0.005 Ce0.005 capacitors connected in

parallel under ±20◦C temperature differences around 110◦C. (b) The demonstration to light up a LED

light during heating.

undoubtedly one of the key imperatives. Rational figure of merit, phase compatibility and leakage

suppression underlie essential design strategy for materials with minimal functional degradation

and high energy conversion performance. Although aspects like manageable temperature cycling,

efficient heat transfer, collecting intermittent electricity and compact device packaging still call for

breakthrough improvement, this work is a substantial step forward from the aspect of material

development towards the practical realization of pyroelectric energy conversion.
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